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SUMMARY
The main features of the spectral characteristics of the spontaneously emitted Cerenkov light in circular and rectangular wave-guides
filled with

dielectric

are discussed. The characteristics of the

radiation emitted by an electron beam moving near and parallel to the
surface of a dielectric slab are also analysed. Finally, the relevance
of these

results

to a possible FEL-Cerenkov

operation is briefly

discussed.

RIASSUNTO
In questo lavoro vengono discusse le caratteristiche dello spettro della radiazione Cerenkov, emessa
rettangolari

riempite

con

dielettrico.

in guide d'onde circolari e
Si

analizzano

inoltre

le

proprietà della radiazione emessa da un fascio di elettroni in moto
in prossimità e parallelamente alla superficie di una "slab" di dielettrico. Si discute, infine, brevemente, l'importanza di questi risultati per la realizzazione di un possibile FEL-Cerenkov.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the most widespread Free Electron Laser

(FEL) devices, an

ultrarelativistic e-beam is injected in an undulator magnet where it
generates a light pulse, which, stored in an optical cavity, reinteracts with a new copropagating e-beam and results amplified by the
mechanism of stimulated emission
A

large

number

of magnetic

undulator FEL's has been so far
2
designed and many of them have been succesfully operated
The degree of maturity of this new source of coherent radiation
is enough developed to make the FEL a "tool" for many scientific ap3
plications . It has, indeed, been shown that an FEL can be operated
4
with "low technology" accelerators , thus considerably reducing all
the construction and management costs
Even

though

magnetic

undulator based FEL's have

reached

so

significant achievements, free electron coherent sources based on different emission mechanisms have been proposed. In particular the possibility of operating Cerenkov

or Smith-Purcell

FEL's has been

o

thouroughly investigated . Attempts to enhance the Cerenkov radiation
power by prebunching the electrons in the beam were accomplished more
q

than two decades ago

. The power, however, remained small since there

was no reinforcement of the bunching by an internal feedback mechanism.
More recently the possibility of producing intense low-energy e.b. has
provided strong radiation from stimulated Cerenkov effect

' .

In particular the results obtained at Dartmouth have shown that
this effect may be a remarkable FEL source in the mill imi ter and subio

millimeter

wave-length

region

. Furthermore

the possibility

of

getting

radiation at shorter wave-lengths has been theoretically
13
investigated
and preliminar comparisons have shown that a Cerenkov

based FEL (C-FEL) may provide, in the far infrared region, a moderate
power compact laser device, with better performances than an undulator
FEL (U-FEL)

l k

:

In a C-FEL (for the details of the experimental proposals see
Ref. 15) the e.b. moves near and parallel to the surfaces of a dielectric resonator (see Fig. 1), the presence of the dielectric reduces
the speed of the radiation thus allowing a synchronous coupling of the
e-beam to the axial component
spontaneous Cerenkov

of a TM mode and therefore causing

radiation emission in a bounded structure. In

Fig. 1 C-FEL configuration

principle, whenever the gain is sufficient, the addition of mirrors
provides the condition to get an oscillator. In the following we will
discuss the mechanism of frequency selection determined by the velocity synchronism of the e-beam and the guided mode.
Although much theoretical effort has been devoted to elucidate
the gain mechanism and to put in evidence the possible advantages of
a

C-FEL

with

respect

to

an U-FEL,

the detailed analysis of the

spontaneous emission in structures of relevance to a C-FEL device have
not been so far accomplished. Since the spontaneous emission effect is
the pre-requisite for the onset of the laser radiation we believe that
a deeper analysis of the characteristics of the spectral features of
the spontaneous radiation is necessary for a more complete theoretical understanding of the C-FEL process.
We stress that a careful understanding of the spontaneous emission in undulator magnets has indicated the possibility of using
the emitted
harmonics

light in a more flexible way, exploiting e.g. the odd ,

on-axis

emission

in a planar undulator or the off-axis

higher harmonics to get a larger tunability range of the laser
Similar considerations, mutatis mutandis, may apply to the C-FEL too.
In this paper we address the question of calculating the Cerenkov
spontaneous emission spectra in the three possible configurations:
circular and rectingular wave-guides filled with dielectric and plane
wave-guide with a dielectric surface (slab).
The paper

is organized

as

follows: section 2 is devoted to

general considerations on the calculation
specialise

the previous

results

to

the

scheme, in section 3 we
spectra

of the radiation
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emitted in circular and rectangular wave-guides, the slab configuration

is discussed

in section 4, finally section 5 is devoted to

conclusive remarks.

II. GENERAL FORMULATION
As already stated, the purpose of the paper is the analysis of
the characteristics of the radiation emitted by an e-beam in uniform
motion inside and near a dielectric in a wave-guide whose geometry
will be specified later.
The analysis we develope closely follows the method utilised more
than thirty years ago by Linhart

who calculated the radiation

emitted by a point-like charge in uniform motion on a straight line
parallel to the plane face of a semi-infinite dielectric slab. For the
sake of completness we must stress that a similar technique has been
also applied to the study of the Cerenkov radiation in periodic linear
18
structures
. In absence o
of charges the field in the wave-guide can
be

represented in the form

A (r, t) = I e
A

A

A x (r)

(2.1)

A

where the subscript A is a parameter denoting the various e.m. waves
which can oscillate at frequency to. in the structure when no charges
are present.
The field produced by a charge moving along the structure may be
conveniently expanded according to the relation

t (r,t) = £ qA(t) À\(r)

(2.2)

where the time-dependent coefficients q A (t), still to be determined,
contain all the features of the A-th mode evolution. Since A, (r) is a
solution of the field equations in absence of charges, the expansion
(2.2) correctly describes the transverse part of the vector potential
only. This

is however

sufficient

for our purposes, since we are

interested in the evolution of the radiation field only.
The spatial part of (2.2) specialises to
XA(r) = aA(r) sin(kz)

(2.3)

8

for a wave-guide structure with plane-conducting surfaces at z = 0, L
and k is a discrete parameter given by

k = 55

,

n = 0, ±1, ±2

(2.4)

The explicit time-behaviour of the X-th mode will be obtained by
19
solving the equation of motion for q*(t) given by
qA(t) + u)2 qA(t) = 1/c fj

' %

dv

(2.5)

= <h(°) = 0» sufficient to describe the

with initial conditions qAo)

"start-up" of the radiation from the vacuum. Equation (2.5) describes
the evolution of the e.m. field driven by a point-like charge, with
an associated

current

density

j, in

terms

of

a forced

harmonic

oscillator with a force term

Fx(t) = 1/c Jv I • %l dv

(2.6)

The frequency spectrum of F»(t) i s specified by the Fourier-transform
of (2.6)
1 ~
FA(ui) = ^ J

-iu>t
Fx(t) e

dt

(2.7)

—OD

the current density j can be written for a point-like charge q in
uniform motion as

j (r,t) = qv 6(x-xe) 6(y-ye) -6(z-cpot) 6(t)e(L/c0o - t)

(2.8)

where 6 and 6 are the Heaviside and Dirac functions, respectively,
x (t), y (t) and z (t) = cB t (B
C

C

£

O

O

= v /c) are the instantaneous
Z

coordinates of the charge. The structure of (2.8) reflects the fact
that the interaction has a finite duration (L = length of the interaction region).
Combining (2.8) and (2.6) one gets the following expression for
the driving-force term
TKU)

= fA(t)sin(ckBot)

(2.9)

9

where
fx(t) = q j* • a A (x e (t), y e (t), cpQt) 6(t) 9(L/cpo -t)
(2.10)
P^v/c
The Fourier-Transform (2.7) can be easily calculated and reads
F x (w) = - i/2 {fx(u) - ckpQ) - fA(u» + ckpo)}

The solution of Eq.

(2.11)

(2.5) can be easily found and, for the given

initial conditions, can be written in the form
+»

<A<

t) =

J

F,(u»)

sr^

..

e

(2 12)

*

-

The energy per node stored in the wave-guide is given by
fi A = 1/2 [|qA|2 +U)2 |q A |*]

(2.13)

therefore the rate of energy exchange between the electron and fields
can be calculated from (2.13) and reads:
d £ A / d t = 1/2 le [F£(t)-q A (t)]

(2.14)

The integration of (2.14) over the interaction region yields the total
amount of power delivered by the electron, namely
F, (u>)
F, V(u>)
+0D
+0
pS -= MI
° jX —
iwt.
*A
,...,
r +»
1/4 «letxU A •ri / ^ i»-f+\
F£(t) rr[J.
e
du>
/_„
— —' nut.
e du>]dt}
w
r
A
A
(2.15)
A more convenient way of rewriting (2.15) is the elimination of the
sum over the index A, via a substitution with an integration over the
continuous variable k and a sum over the set of the discrete indices
{s} characterising the mode. The price to be payed is the introduction
of a "k - density" function P k [{s},ui], while the gained advantage
results in the possibility of getting for (2.15) the simpler form

,(w)12

« • / *» I * Id/dk 7J
{s}

c [d/dk ( w

[k,{s}]

/c)-B 1 K
/c) P

o

J k

({ ] w)

(2.16)

*>

'[k,{s}J-
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The results obtained in this section are the necessary Mathematical
background to study the basic features of the spontaneous emission in
a C-FEL device. However we also stress that they can be envisaged as
the first step of a self-consistent analysis of the laser signal
growth as developed in Ref. 20.

III. CIRCULAR AND RECTANGULAR WAVE-GUIDE CONFIGURATIONS
The foraalisa developed in the previous section will be utilised
to carry out a nuaerical investigation of the spectral properties of
the Cerenkov radiation emitted in a circular and rectangular wave-guide filled with dielectric.

Ilia) Circular geowetry.
We consider a circular wave-guide with radius a, filled with a
dielectric of constant e and with a total length L, closed by plane
conducting surfaces at Z=0,L (see Fig. 2).
In this case the current density for a particle aoving in the
plane +=+

yith

longitudinal and transverse velocity 0 c and pxc

respectively, can be characterized by a set of cylindrical coordinates

Fig. 2 Circular geometry.
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J

E

(Jp. j ^ . J z )

(3-D

whose components explicitely read
jp = V/P Px 6[p-(P 0 +cP x t)] 6(z-cP Q t) 6(<>-*0) 6(t) 6(L/cP o -t)
j<, = 0

(3.2)

j 2 = qc/p P 0 6[p-(p0+cp1t)] 6(z-cPot) 6(*-«o) 6(t) 6(L/cpo - t)
According to the cylindrical symmetry involved the modes can be
characterised by three parameters 21 , namely A = [k,(n,m)], where n
and m specify the TM modes. Considering a particle moving parallel
II 9 IH

to the z-axis (px = 0), the force term (2.10) takes the form
fA(P,t) = qP o B

J Q (pp) 6(t) 6(L/cPo - t)

(3.3)

where Jn (x) is the n-th Bessel function of the first kind, p and
B_n,m are defined by
P2

= <2)t e - k 2
(3.4)
A U2

u2 - fi\ c*rn,m
1
(
n,m " L> i* 1 * - u»^lJ;(Mn J J 2

B

and un,m is the n-th zero of the Bessel function Jn.
Ve can evaluate, using the above formulas and (2.16), the energy
radiated per unit frequency-bandwidth as

dW^T " " 2*eV<Wc)*

^

M

W e )

^n,n l

J n lM n > B )

J

sin6
sin 9.
sin d sin 6
[ ( - g ^ ) 2 • ( ~ g — - ) 2 - 2 ( - r - ^ ) ( - T - ^ ) coskL] •

(3.5)
(k/e(w/c)-po)k

2

2

2

k ^ e / c - * ! n.n / a ) V 2
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where the angles 8- are defined by
6- = [kBQ ;(u)/c)] L/2po
The frequency selection

(3.6)

can be understood, at least qualitatively,

from eqs. (3.5,6). One will, indeed, obtain a number of peaks' centered around the zeros of 8 + with the characteristic sine-shape. The
condition 6 =0 realizes the so called phase-matching or synchronism
condition which allows energy transiering from the electron to the
radiation field

(or viceversa

for an already preexisting radiation

mode in the resonator). As already stated
wave-length

at which

emission

that the same condition
siderations without
22
veloped
The relation

should

from 6+=

be expected

0 we get the

we

also stress

can be derived from simple kinematic con-

involving

the

cumbersome

analysis

so far de-

(3.5) accounts for the energy transfer from one-

-single electron, to treat the more realistic case of e-beam configuration

a

convolution

of

(3.5) on the initial transverse beam

distribution is needed. The results of the numerical analysis are
shown in Fig. 3 where (3.5) has been plotted for different values
of the interaction length (a=0.5 cm, 8 =0.95).
When
modes
tion

and

L

is enough

indeed

(see Fig.

the

large
sine

3a). For

there

is a clear

selection

of two

is well approximated by a Dirac-funcdecreasing

L

(Fig. 3b) a natural

line

broadening arises, together with an interference between the side-bands of the sine-functions.
The off-axis emission (p
markable

feature

is

a

third

previous

"strong

modes". For

t

0) is shown in Fig. 4 and the re-

peak

appearing

shorter

values

in between
of

the

the two

interaction

length the presence of the third peak is smoothed by the interference.
An idea of the shape of the emission line is given in Fig. 5
where we present an enlarged view of the mode both on and off axis.

Illb) Rectangular geometry
The case discussed in this section is a straightforward extension
of the previously analysed configuration.
Referring to Fig. 6 the relevant dispersion relations write

21
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Fig. S Ealargad view of aa excited aede: (a) ea-axis, (a) cff-axis.

>.(*>* - h* *

^

^ * [(*)* • (J5)1!
is the traasverse vave-aaaher.
The carreat orasity ia cartesiaa caordiaates reads

(3.7)

(3»)
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l»a.fe

Fig. 6 leetaagslar geoaetry.

I(r,t) = q|c«x cos* i • ci x sis* y •
• ci o i] *(K-»e)*(y-ye) 6(«-c«ot)

(3.f)

- f(t) #(l/cio-t)
Vitaaat reportiag, tae otherwise straightforward, iaterartiate steps,
already stated is 3a, the earrgy per «sit haaavidth cam be vrittea
as

JWEJ

• ' ^ r «*. "•'<*; s> »•*<" ».) •
V*

siat

siaf.
(3.10)

siaO
2 (

siaB.
)(

-f— -T-> "» Ctt) » ' in/two-» ik
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vita tke saae previo** defiaitioa of * + .
Fartkeraore tke saa over tke iadices a,a raas ia sack a nay tkat
lBB

<^a/c21.
Tke saae coasideratioas developed ia tke previo** saksectioa

apply to (3-10).
la Fig. 7 we report tke eaissioa spectra for tke particle aoviag
5-»"**

i
l
,
—

m

m

2-»

= car'
Fig. 7 Oa axis sprctraa for a Rctaagalar Mavegaide, aaly tke odd
aades are excited: (a) tke excited asdes are «eli distiegaisaed (Vii
ca); (k) for skortcr iateractioa leagtk it's to ke
aoted a rcaorfcakle iaterfereace (US ca).
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iataractiea leagth tba iatcrfcisata pattern saesa ia Fig. 7». the
taissisa spectra far a charges' particle eeaiag parallel t a the sjar
eetry «ai», hat eatsiée tike ceatre ef the saie* is sheaa ia Fig. t .
The fifsrc cahihiU aa iecreesiagly aaaher af ascites' aaées with ea

If

iateasity stroagly depeadeat ea the coordinates of aotioa of the electro».
To give aa idea of the effect of the traasverse e-fceaa distribotioa oa the crissioa spectra, we have ceavolated (3.10) oa a traasverse e-fceaa Caassiaa distrihatioa with r.a.s. o

. Bnay aodes are

excited, their spectral shape depeads oa the valors of a_ _ aad the

«.y

iateasity is decreased (Fig. f ) .
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10 A aare gaserai view ef the spectres shows the large «water of
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aviag t a

the

large aaator

af

excited aedes a passible FEL a f t h i s type i s a rather wide-head aad
aeisy device (see alsa F i g . 1 0 ) .
Mr w i l l discsss i s the t e x t sectiea a ceafigaratiea which a l l a w
a selectiae a f

eae asce aad c a s e r n ,

ia priaciple,

a sisglr —at

escillatiea.

nr. sLM-aariokuncai
He

threry sa far éeweleped has acceaated far the esseatial

featarcs af the spectres ef the radiatiea caitted ay a asiferaly
•»*»«• charge ia a circalar aad rectaagalar reseaatar filled with
a dielectric.
Iwe tppes af ceasidrratiaas saggest, k w n i r , the ase af a diff**eel "raap-field" caafigaratiaa ta realise a practical C-FEL device.
the first, as already stressed, is the large aaaWr af aades
siaaliaaeeasly excited ay the e-heaa. the secead, ear» seriaas. is the
deterieratiea af the e-heaa sealities as a ceaseaarace af tar iaieractiaa with the dielectric, which ia tare aay caase * large ieaeaegearaas hraadeaiag aad thes a sigaificaat redactiaa af the gaia.
A passisi* Mieti «a is the si «a caafigaratiaa adapted ia the
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Fig. 11 Slab coafigaratioa.

ita" C-FU. aicrotroa esperiaeat (see lef. 15), tke
sketch of the apparata» is shova ia Fig. 11.
Ike aaeaat of speaftaaeoasly radiated eaergy caa be evaluated
aloag the saae liaes developed ia sectioa 2.
The vector poteatial ia the slab takes the f o m **

A

m

S

•• a| "»(F«)««(kx)
iaside the dielectric

%

s

(4.1a)

•. J* e~*sia(k»)
ide the dielectric

(4.2a)

< " ty/LUM*\(h/p)*+t\
-,S ,

léne»

(4.1b)

2*4

(4.2h)

< % • •»*i««» 7 traaswrse diawsiea) d is thirkaess of the diclect rie
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aad p aad q are related by the dispersion relations inposed by the
21
coatiaaity conditions and read

9* = f* tg(pd)
(4.3)
(pd)**(««)* = (t-l)d*(a/c)*
ssioa nave length can be inaediately obtained as the iater
section of the above tuo carves in the (qd, pd) plane (see Fig. 12).
The cat-off freaaaacy of the IH nodes is linked to the radios of the
circle of Fig. 11 by the condition k = aw. To give an emanple, whilst
1B # has aa cat-off frcaaeacy, anca d=S un aad c=2 the cat-off wavc-length af IB, is abort X £ - 1C un.
Vitnoat any change of the foranlisn developed in Section 2, after
a sonewnat tedioas algebra, we can write the energy radiated per anit
4th in the fain

d*

(4.4)

iT9c7

Fig. 12 The
far IB
eirconfV

ioa relatioaa
I» are
H i the e-th

by the interscctioa
af the circolar

the
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«here
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t

••J

I r j j j (cosk(qL 6 x /P o )-cos20J •

»*

(*>*/•.>

• | T - | - (cosà (eL x - ) - cos2«+)J - [e

cos* •

<«lIt/B)
• t~

° cos(2U+i) -2cos(ai/c» )cas(kL*X)l)

(4.5)

* • fit *• S •"** * *.«* - " J i>*
•A

s

!•••-• « i f

(2#xc* k • )

I * tg-« | —

•—}

<4.é)

l«*-(ckp#)Ma»xc)*J

t . aai •

are these i e t t a c i ia acetica 3.

Ike m a l t s cf the aaaericel aaalysis are sheaa i a Figs 13,14 aai
IS.
I a Fig. 13 the eaergp spectre» is p l e t t e i far taa i i f f e r e a t
velars cf the electrea iistsace ffraa the dielectric aarfacc (1*2S ca,
• # * « - . t » ) . at scalier elertrea éistaare the spectra* has the f a r t l i a r
shape, whilst far larger velars a aaaher af an» peaks appear sai the
aacacja» is sigaificaatly ércreasei.
the ceatral peak waaeleagth as a faactiaa af the dielectric
t h i c k — n , the electraa eaergy aai dielectric rantsat. c is sheea ia
Fig 14, aai i s caasisteat witk the psraaetrisatica
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Fig. 13 Eaergy sjectraa far the sia*
(a) xe=0.2S sa, (a) «e=0.5 a .

ceafitaratiee

(*=32 pa);

la Fig. IS we bave «latte* the aesi— peak iateasity agaiast the
éielectric thiefcaess, far eiffereat electraa eaergy aalaes. This
ejaaatity is straagly wepeaaiat aa the thickaess, electraa eaergy ami
«istaace fraa the éielectric swrface.
These areliaiaary resalu will he ceaaletea with a aare carefal
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55
thickness C|im)

Fig. 14 Central peak wavelength as a taction of dielectric thickness
d, electron energy-.

Fig. IS Hai i n — peak intensity vs dielectric thickness d and electron
energy.
analysis concerning the effect of the hea* anilities (energy spread
and earittances) in a ferthcoaing paper.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have discussed an analytical aethod to study the
spectral characteristics of the spontaneously radiated power in structures which aay be, in principle, utilised for Cerenkov type FEL's.
The denomination of th-? so far discussed process as "spontaneous
eaission" aay sound, strictly speaking not correct. A more appropriate
denomination should be, indeed, aode excitation in bounded structures
without a preexisting

field. The adopted terminology, albeit not

rigorous, has been chosen just to share a common language with the
conventional lasers or the UFEL.
This paper has been aotivated by a number of reasons, the most
obvious of which was the realisation that an analysis similar to that
developed for the undulators was not yet accomplished for Cerenkov
type FEL's.
The study of the spontaneous eaission in undulators proved a
fruitful guide to get a number of indications to exploit the emission
in many different ways as:
(a) The use of the higher harmonics eaission (on and off axis) to get
a larger laser tunability
(b) The use of the uadalator tapering to enhance the laser efficien-

(c) The possibility of designing optical klystron (O.K.) type struc25
tares to enhance the gaia
.
(d) Useful e-beaa diagaostic.
The analysis we have developed, even though preliminar, was also
aimed to iadicate ia how many flexible ways the Cerenkov radiation aay
be atilised for a C-FEL device.
la a future paper we will indeed discuss the angular details of
the radiation spectrum aad we will also point oat tuat, ia the slab
configuration, the dielectric thickaess may be saitably tapered to
U

get a large C-FEL efficiency

.

we will also discuss the possibility of arranging two slabs to
get a C-O.K. configuration and we will show that one can reproduce
the suae 0-0.I. gaia carve

27

'

As to the possibility of utilising the Cerenkov eaissioa (ia the

27

slab configuration) as e-beaa diagnostic we «ill show that the radiation, under appropriate conditions, can be exploited as e-beaa eaittance Monitoring
The present effort has been therefore only preliainar, we hope,
however, that in the next future the spontaneous emission in C-type
devices vili play a role analogous to that already played in undulator
nagnets.
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